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Properties of Hybrid Systems - a Computer SienePerspetive�Thomas StaunerInstitut f�ur Informatik, Tehnishe Universit�at M�unhenD-80290 M�unhen, Germanyhttp://www4.in.tum.de/~stauner/Email: stauner�in.tum.deAbstratMotivated by the work on hybrid, i.e. mixed disrete and ontinuous, systems,we introdue a set of important properties of suh systems and lassify them. For theproperties of stability and attration whih are entral for ontinuous systems we disusstheir relationship to disrete systems usually studied in omputer siene. An essentialresult is that the meaning of these properties for disrete systems vitally depends onthe used topologies.Based on the lassi�ation we disuss the utility of a notion of re�nement whihwe will use in the future for property preserving transformations of hybrid systems.Finally, two proof rules and some speializations of them are introdued for provingstability and attration. The rules result from adapting known tehniques from systemstheory and are applied to small examples.
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1 IntrodutionThe development of hybrid, i.e., mixed disrete and ontinuous, systems [GNRR93℄ ourringfor example in robotis and proess engineering is an interdisiplinary task. It mainlyinvolves engineers from omputer siene and ontrol theory. Developing suh systems aswell as designing formal methods, suh as validation and re�nement tehniques for themrequires a deeper understanding of their essential properties.Regarding the work on hybrid systems one noties that properties of suh systems whihare examined in ase studies often reet the bakground of the researh groups workingon them. Computer sientists often fous on safety properties, e.g. that a ertain set ofstates and ertain variable domains are never left. People from ontrol theory often puttheir emphasis on stability properties. While these distint fouses are sometimes due tothe spei� harateristis of the regarded systems, they often also result from a lak ofknowledge of the respetive other domain. To alleviate this shortoming we de�ne andlassify a set of important properties of ontrol systems within a general framework whihshould be familiar for omputer sientists. With the ontinuing integration of software andits physial environment in many systems we onjeture that properties whih have onlybeen of interest for ontinuous systems so far will also beome important for the softwarepart of embedded systems, whih stresses the need for proof methods. For the propertiesof stability and attration the paper identi�es topologies where stability is a safety propertyand attration is a persistene property in omputer siene terminology [CMP91℄.The properties the paper onsiders result from the evaluation of nine hybrid systems asestudies and a number of text books on ontrol theory. The lassi�ation of the properties andthe ase study evaluation serve as referene for judging the utility of a notion of re�nementfor hybrid systems whih is based on trae inlusion and will be the basis for future work.The result here is that not all but essential lasses of properties are preserved by the intendedre�nement notion.Finally, the paper proposes two general proof methods for stability and attration togetherwith some speializations. The methods result from adapting methods Liapunov like proofmethods from general systems theory to our framework [MT75℄. When developing speial-izations of the methods we outline parallels to abstration in omputer siene and to Galoisonnetions in partiular. The proof methods are applied to two examples, a hybrid ele-troni height ontrol system taken from a ase study performed with BMW [SMF97℄ and apurely disrete self-stabilizing algorithm [Dij82℄, whih is interesting in this ontext, beauseit shows the relevane of attration also for omputer siene.Overview. Setion 2 de�nes our underlying system model whih is the basis for the restof the paper. Setion 3 lists and de�nes the properties whih resulted from our evaluationof ase studies and text books. Furthermore, it ontains the lassi�ation of the properties,sorts them aording to their relevane as derived from the ase studies and examines theutility of trae inlusion as re�nement notion for hybrid systems. In Setion 4 some proofonepts for stability and attration are introdued and parallels to omputer siene aredrawn. The proof methods are applied to examples in Setion 5. Setion 6 disusses thepaper's ontribution, ompares it with related work, and outlines future work. As thepaper requires some familiarity with basi topology, the neessary onepts are introduedin Appendix C. 3



Controller PlantFigure 1: General struture of a losed-loop ontrol system.2 Systems under ConsiderationThe properties we will present all assume a system struture as the one depited in Figure 1.Its basi elements are a ontrolling devie (Controller), the physial environment (Plant) anda feedbak loop. Suh systems are alled feedbak ontrol systems. If there is no feedbakfrom the plant's output to the ontrolling devie, the system is alled a supervisory or openloop ontrol system [PH88℄.On a very abstrat level we an regard a system as a nondeterministi funtion mapping aause to a set of possible e�ets:1 Sys 2 C ! }(E)Pairs (; e) with e 2 Sys() are alled behaviors of the system.Blak-box behavior. In the following we will use two speializations of this system model.The �rst one desribes the blak-box behavior (or I/O behavior) of a system as a funtion:SysIO 2 IR+ ! }(OR+)where I is the input domain and O is the output domain, i.e. C has been instantiatedto IR+ and E to OR+, where �R+ denotes the set of funtions from the non-negative realnumbers R+ to �. Elements of �R+ are alled hybrid streams, hybrid traes or trajetoriesand funtions on streams, like SysIO, are also alled stream proessing funtions [Bro97℄.We require SysIO to be total in its input, i.e. SysIO(�) 6= ; for all � 2 IR+. Furthermore,to model realisti systems SysIO must be (weakly) time guarded, i.e. its urrent output maynot depend on future inputs:�1#[0;t℄ = �2#[0;t℄ ) SysIO(�1)#[0;t℄ = SysIO(�2)#[0;t℄where �#M denotes the restrition of funtion � to arguments in the set M and is extendedto sets of funtions in a pointwise manner. Throughout the hapter variable t is used todenote a point in time, t 2 R+ .White-box behavior. Some of the properties we will examine require a state-based (orglass-box) system desription, or ome in two variants, one depending only on the interfaebehavior and the other depending on the system state. We formalize state-based systemsas follows: SysS 2 S ! IR+ ! }(SR+)Out 2 S ! OAgain I is the input domain, S is the state spae. Depending on the initial state in S, SysSmaps an input trajetory to a set of possible state trajetories. Thus C is instantiated toS � IR+ and E to SR+, here. All state trajetories are required to start with the presribedinitial state, 8� 2 SysS(s; �): �(0) = s. Funtion Out maps the urrent state to the urrentoutput in O. Thus, it performs some state-to-output onversion. It is extended in time bypointwise extension, Outy(�)(t) = Out(�(t)) for all t 2 R+ . The blak box behavior of astate based system with initial state s is de�ned by the sequential omposition of SysS(s)and the time extension of Out:1Although ontrol theory usually fouses on deterministi systems, we employ a more general nondeter-ministi approah whih is loser to models in the �eld of omputer siene.4



SysIO = SysS(s);Outywhere sequential omposition of a nondeterministi system A and a deterministi system Bis de�ned as A;B(�) = f j 9�:� 2 A(�) ^  = B(�)g. For a set of initial states S � Swe de�ne SysS(S) by pointwise extension. Like for blak-box desriptions, we also requirethat state-based system desriptions SysS(s) be total in the input and time-guarded for anystart state s.Furthermore, we demand that SysS is time invariant, meaning that the system does notdepend on absolute timing. Instead, a system's state trajetories are ompletely determinedby the initial state and the input trajetory. Formally, we demand that a left shift of theinput results in the same left shift of the state trajetory for the shifted start state:� 2 SysS(s; �)) ��u 2 SysS(�(u); ��u)for any u � 0, where '�u is the left shift of ' by u, '�u(t) = '(u + t). Beause of timeinvariane it is sensible to regard a disturbane of a system, i.e. an unforeseen hange inits state, as reinitialization of the system. Hene, the behavior of system SysS resultingfrom disturbing it by setting its state to s0 at time t is de�ned by Sysdisturbed(s0; �; s0; t) =f� j 9�1 2 SysS(s0; �): 9�2 2 SysS(s0; ��t): �#[0;t) = �1#[0;t) ^ ��t#[0;1) = �2g. When weonsider a system's reation to disturbanes, it therefore suÆes to onsider disturbanes ofthe initial state. System behavior after later disturbanes an be inferred from its reationto initial disturbanes.Note that systems with a semantis of one of the above two types, i.e. blak-box or white-box,an be spei�ed with formal, graphial notations suh as HyCharts [GSB98℄.3 PropertiesBased on the system model introdued above a number of important properties of ontrolsystems are de�ned and lassi�ed in this setion. Relative to this lassi�ation we thendisuss the utility of trae inlusion as re�nement notion. The properties have been extratedfrom the evaluation of nine hybrid systems ase studies, whih were taken from papers andfrom student projets performed within various departments of the Tehnishe Universit�atM�unhen [BHKT98, Eng97, Ger97, Sta97, Rap98, Ant96, Abr96, SB98, BGM93℄, and fromtext books on ontrol theory, in partiular [F�ol90, F�ol87, PH88, Va95, Lei87℄. Using asestudies as one soure was done to be able to estimate the pratial relevane of the properties.The ase studies. The topis and domains of the ase studies are as follows. [BHKT98℄ in-trodue a hybrid benhmark problem from the �eld of hemial engineering and list requiredproperties of an implementation. The introdutory paper [Eng97℄ explains hybrid systemsalong an example from proess automation and lists system properties whose analysis isrequired to be feasible with (present and future) methods for hybrid systems. In [Ger97℄elements of the design of an autonomous ruise ontrol system, whih adjust a ar's speedand distane to the ar in front, are disussed and vital properties are analyzed analytiallyand with prototypes, respetively. [Sta97℄ employs the HyTeh model heker [HHWT95℄ toverify some properties of a system from the automotive �eld. A simpli�ed version of thissystem also appears in this paper. In [Rap98℄ a further system stemming from automotiveeletronis is modeled with MatrixX/Betterstate [Int00, Int98℄. [Ant96℄ models a systemof onveyor belts from the proess automation domain. [Abr96℄ introdues a steam boilerexample as a benhmark for formal methods for embedded systems. In [SB98℄ a problemfrom robotis is disussed, an arhiteture for its solution is developed and validated withsimulations. [BGM93℄ analyze the behavior of a ontrol system for a hopping robot bysystemati simulation. 5



Formalization. Unless otherwise mentioned all the following de�nitions assume thatsystems are given as nondeterministi funtions from a ause to a set of e�ets. Thus, theyapply to I/O based as well as to state-based system desriptions.3.1 RobustnessAn important property of ontrol systems is that they satisfy some required properties inspite of deviations between the model of the system and the real system [Fri86℄. Deviationsmay range from inaurate parameters, e.g. due to aging e�ets, to strutural mistakes, likean inorret model of the plant.Hene, robustness of a system depends on the system itself, the regarded property, and onthe regarded deviations. Let D be the set of systems deviating from Sys in the way thatis supposed to be onsidered. For instane, D may be de�ned relying upon some metrion systems. We demand that Sys 2 D, i.e. no deviation from the perfet system is alsoallowed. Furthermore, let valid	(Sys) be an evaluation funtion whih is true i� systemSys satis�es property 	. We de�ne robustness as follows.De�nition 1 (Robustness.) A system Sys with deviations D, Sys 2 D, robustly satis�esproperty 	 i� 8Sys0 2 D: valid	(Sys0) holds.Thus robustness is parameterized with the notion of validity of the onsidered objet prop-erty 	.[MT75℄ introdues the related notion of strutural stability. There, a topology is de�nedon the set of deviating systems. Based on this topology, the authors demand that smalldeviations in the system result in small output deviations (see also Setion 3.3).Note that robustness is related to nondeterminism. For universal properties, i.e. propertieswhih have to hold for any exeution of a system, we may subsume the behavior of allthe deviating systems in one nondeterministi system, Sys0() = SSys2D Sys() for auses 2 C. To prove robustness of the universal property w.r.t. D it then suÆes to show thatSys0 satis�es the property.3.2 OptimalityApart from �nding a solution to a given problem, ontrol theory is interested in identify-ing the optimal solution for the problem w.r.t. some ost funtion. Possible aims e.g. areminimizing energy onsumption or maximizing throughput of a plant.For a given system Sys, a set of alternative systems A, and a ost funtion  from the setof systems to a linearly ordered set with order < we de�ne optimality as follows.De�nition 2 (Optimality.) System Sys is optimal w.r.t. alternatives A and ost funtion i� 8Sys0 2 A: (Sys) � (Sys0).Here, � denotes the reexive losure of <. The set of alternative systems A may e.g. bede�ned as the set of all those systems whih satisfy a given abstrat spei�ation. In pratieost funtions are often de�ned based on the system's output.6



3.3 StabilityThe general idea of stability is based on the desire that small disturbanes in the ausesshould only ause small disturbanes in the e�ets. To formalize loseness of one ause (ore�et) to another one we use the notion of neighborhood whih is indued by the topologiesonsidered for auses and e�ets (see Appendix C for basi onepts of topology). We writeN(�) for the set of all neighborhoods of �.De�nition 3 ((General) Stability.) For a system Sys 2 C ! }(E) between topologialspaes (C;OC) and (E ;OE), the tuple of sets of auses and e�ets (C;E) � C � E is stablew.r.t. these spaes i� 8� 2 N(E): 9� 2 N(C):8b 2 �: Sys(b) � �.The de�nition requires that for any neighborhood of the e�ets E there is a neighborhoodof the auses C suh that the e�ets resulting from any of these auses are in the onsideredneighborhood of E. Note that disturbanes and their \size" are a vague onept. Thestability de�nition tries to grasp the notion of \small disturbanes of auses" resulting in\small disturbanes of e�ets" by universally quantifying over the neighborhoods N(E).For a \small" neighborhood � 2 N(E), i.e. one that does not ontain muh more elementsthan E, stability provides that there is a � 2 N(C), whih may also be small, suh thatdisturbed auses in � result in disturbanes of the e�ets whih are in �. Hene, stabilityallows to onlude that there exists a neighborhood of C in whih disturbanes of ausesmust be in order to ensure that the resulting disturbanes of the e�ets remain within adesired neighborhood of E.Mesarovi et al. [MT75℄ furthermore demand that Sys(C) � E whih, as we will seein Setion 3.3.2, orresponds to the stability of invariant sets in the state-based ase. Ifenfored, this demand exludes that (C;E) is stable although C is mapped to a set whihis disjoint from E, but ontained in every neighborhood of E.In topologies where C and E are open, (C;E) is stable i� 8 2 C: Sys() � E (for theproof see Theorem 4 in Appendix A). In partiular, this inludes the disrete topology(f. Appendix C). This result is a onsequene of the de�nition of neighborhood whih foropen sets X permits X 2 N(X) (see De�nition 13). However, note that [MT75℄ does notpermit X 2 N(X) in his de�nition of stability. In the standard ase of ontrol theory wherestability of points is studied w.r.t. the usual topology on the Eulidean spae, suh singletonsare losed sets and hene the de�nition of neighborhoods for open sets is immaterial there.Note that in this general form the onept of stability is related to the ontinuity of funtionson the reals. In standard textbooks on Analysis ontinuity of a funtion on the reals f 2 R !R at x0 is usually de�ned as 8� > 0: 9Æ > 0:8x: jx� x0j < Æ ! jf(x) � f(x0)j < � [K�on90℄.In terms of neighborhoods on the reals this an be expressed as 8� 2 N(f(x0)): 9� 2N(x0):8x: x 2 � ! f(x) 2 � whih orresponds to the general notion of stability fromabove.In the following we will outline a number of speializations of this general stability de�nition.3.3.1 Stability of TrajetoriesDepending on the instantiation of auses and e�ets in the general de�nition of stabilityfrom above and depending on employing an I/O-based or a state-based system model, weobtain a number of di�erent notions of stability.Stability of (sets of) trajetories basially expresses that the traes of the system are in theneighborhood of some desired traes for small disturbanes in the system's auses. An I/O-based and a state-based formalization for stability of trajetories of a tuple (C;E) of sets of7



C � : E � :TrIO IR+ OR+ SysIO()� �TrS S SR+ 8� 2 I: SysS(; �)� �PtIO IR+ O 8� 2 N(E): 9� 2 N(C): 8 2 �: SysIO()� �R+PtS C = E � S 8� 2 I: SysS(; �)� �R+Table 1: Notions of stability.auses and e�ets is given in the �rst two lines of Table 1. Note that the onsidered e�etsare traes, here. Furthermore, note that for state-based system desriptions our de�nitionis parameterized with the set of inputs I for whih stability must hold. This di�ers fromusual de�nitions like those in [MT75, MW95℄, whih ompletely disregard external input,for state-based system desriptionsStability of trajetories is of partiular interest in onnetion with so alled limit yles. Wewill onsider this in see Setion 3.5.2.Poisson stability. A rather di�erent notion of stability is referred to as Poisson stability[Lei87℄. Informally, a system is stable in the sense of Poisson i� there is a point in thesystem's trajetory whose neighborhoods are visited by the trajetory in�nitely often.For I/O based systems Poisson stability an be de�ned as follows. A de�nition for statebased systems is similar.De�nition 4 (Poisson stability.) For a system SysIO 2 IR+ ! }(OR+) on the topo-logial spae (OR+;OOR+) a set of trajetories SysIO(�) is positively Poisson stable i�9t0:8� 2 N(SysIO(�)(t0)):8t: 9t0 � t: SysIO(�)(t0) � �.Aording to Leipholz an appliation area for Poisson stability is the stability of planetorbits in astronomy [Lei87℄. There, it is usually required that every point of the orbit isvisited in�nitely often.In topologies where the SysIO(�)(t) are open sets for all t 2 R+ , Poisson stability has somesimilarity to reativity properties in omputer siene, as de�ned in [CMP91℄. Informallyreativity properties express that a ertain prediate always holds eventually, i.e. it musthold in�nitely often. In topologies where the SysIO(�)(t) are open, Poisson stability similarlyexpresses that some SysIO(�)(t) is visited in�nitely often. Hene, Poisson stability may beregarded as expressing a reativity property. However, reativity properties in general arenot restrited to expressing that some already visited set of states is visited in�nitely often.Instead the set of states whih is required to be visited in�nitely often an be de�nedindependently from the system's trajetories.3.3.2 Stability of PointsLike stability of trajetories, stability of (sets of) points an also be derived from De�nition 3.For stability of points, however, a notion of neighborhood of points instead of neighborhoodof trajetories is used.Informally, stability of (sets of) points expresses that the e�ets of a system always arein the neighborhood of some desired points for small disturbanes in the system's auses.In ontrast to stability of trajetories whih regards traes as a whole, stability of pointsviews the e�ets of a system in a pointwise manner, namely for eah point in time. In thesense of Leipholz [Lei87℄ stability of points is a purely geometri notion of stability, while8



stability of trajetories is a kinemati notion of stability, beause is also takes the time atwhih the individual points are reahed into onsideration. Depending on the topology fortrajetories stability of (sets of) points and stability of trajetories are equivalent, namelyin topologies whih only onsider the points visited and not the time when they are visited.The formalization of stability of a tuple (C;E) of sets of auses and e�ets is given in thebottom two lines of Table 1 for I/O-based and state-based systems, respetively.State-based stability of points. In the following we will fous on state-based stability of(sets of) points, whih is the stability notion enountered most frequently in appliations. Itis onerned with the e�et of disturbanes in the system state. Aording to the table, fora state-based system SysS 2 S ! IR+ ! }(SR+) a set S � S is stable w.r.t. the topologyOS on S and the inputs I � IR+ i� the formula in the fourth line of the table holds (forS = C = E). Again note that the de�nition is parameterized with the set of inputs I forwhih stability must hold.While the de�nition only onsideres disturbanes in a system's initial state expliitly, we aninfer that disturbanes in the state at any point in time ause the same (shifted) behavioras a likewise disturbed initial state. This is due to our de�nition of disturbed systems whihin turn is motivated by time invariane of the onsidered systems (Setion 2).Liapunov stability as de�ned e.g. in [Lei87℄ is a speial ase of the de�nition given here fordeterministi systems and the usual metri on the real line. Typially Liapunov stabilityof a point x 2 R is de�ned as follows: 8� > 0: 9Æ > 0:8x0: jx � x0j < Æ ) 8t > 0: jx �SysS(x0)(t)j < �, where SysS is deterministi and gets no external input. If we take fxg asthe onsidered set of auses and e�ets and if we employ the notion of neighborhood that isindued by taking, as usually, the sets BÆ(y) = fy0 j jy � y0j < Æg as base for the topologyon R, the equivalene to our de�nition of stability is straightforward.The stability de�nitions in [MT75, MW95℄ additionally require that the regarded set isinvariant, i.e. that it is never left again one it has been entered.De�nition 5 (Invariane.) A set A � S is invariant for system SysS and the inputsI � IR+ i� 8s 2 A:8� 2 I: SysS(s; �) � AR+.In topologies where A is open, invariane of A is equivalent to the stability of A (see Theorem5 in Appendix A). When assoiating disturbanes with neighborhoods this an informallybe explained as follows. In topologies of this kind there is a neighborhood of A (i.e. adisturbane of A) whih remains within A. Hene, the smallest possible disturbane ishaving no disturbane at all. Or, more informally, there are no \small" disturbanes whihleave A. This suits well to disrete systems where all disturbanes an be regarded as equallybig, i.e. for disrete systems the only small disturbane also is having no disturbane at all.From a omputer siene perspetive invariane of A is a safety property [CMP91℄. Hene,in topologies where A is open stability of A is a safety property.A notion ontrary to stability is haos [Wig90℄. One preondition for haoti behavior issensitive dependene on initial onditions for an invariant set A. Informally, this expressesthat for any two arbitrarily lose points in A system traes starting in them separate aftersome time.3.4 AttrationOften we do not only want that disturbanes only have a limited e�et (stability), but alsothat a system returns to some desired trajetory or state after a disturbane. Informally,attration of a set means that despite of some initial disturbane the set is always reahed9



C � : E � : stability/attration of (sets of) : : :1 IR+ OR+ trajetories, I/O-based2 S SR+ trajetories, state-based3 IR+ O points, I/O-based4 C = E � S points, state-basedTable 2: Instantiations of auses and e�ets and resulting notion of stability and attration.1 8e 2 SysIO():2 8� 2 I: 8e 2 SysS(; �): e#[t;1) 2 �#[t;1)3 9� 2 N(C): 8 2 �: 8� 2 N(E): 8e 2 SysIO(): 9t:4 8� 2 I: 8e 2 SysS(; �): e#[t;1) 2 �R+#[t;1)Table 3: Notions of attration.after a �nite or in�nite amount of time. Like for stability, a number of variants of attrationresult depending on whether we regard attration of trajetories or of points for I/O-based orfor state-based systems. Table 3 ontains the formulas de�ning these variants of attrationand Table 2 lists the instantiation of auses and e�ets for eah line of Table 3, and theresulting notion of attration. In the following we give an overview over these notions andwill then onsider attration of points in the state-based ase, whih ours frequently, inmore detail.3.4.1 Attration of TrajetoriesIn pratie, attration of trajetories is often of partiular interest for periodi trajeto-ries, expressing e.g. the repeated exeution of some required task. For I/O-based systemsattration of trajetories is de�ned as follows.De�nition 6 (Attrative trajetories (I/O-based).) For an I/O-based system SysIOthe set of output trajetories E � OR+ is attrative w.r.t. the set of input trajetoriesC � IR+ and the topologies on OR+ and IR+ i� 9� 2 N(C):8 2 �:8� 2 N(E):8e 2SysIO(): 9t: e#[t;1) 2 �#[t;1) (�rst line of Table 3).This requires that there is a neighborhood � of the input trajetories C suh that for everyinput in � and for every neighborhood � of the output trajetories E the system's reationto this inputs is suh that for eah of the system's output trajetories there is a point in timet suh that the output trajetory is in � for the remaining time [t;1). From a more abstratpoint of view the formula expresses that for some neighborhood of the input trajetories thesystem's output onverges to the dynamis desribed by E as time progresses.The state-based version of attration of sets of trajetories is similar. Here, however, theset of auses onsists of initial states, the set of e�ets onsists of traes in the state spaeand the de�nition is parameterized with the set of inputs I for with attration is supposedto hold (see line 2 of Table 3 for the formula).3.4.2 Attration of PointsAttration of trajetories requires that the evolution of the e�ets onverges to the attrativetrajetories. If the attrative trajetory e.g. is a sine funtion, this means that the system's10



output must beome similar to this sine as time progresses.2 In ontrast attration of (a setof) points denotes that the e�ets must reah every neighborhood of the onsidered pointsas time progresses. It does not onstrain the evolution of the output within this set. In thebottom two lines of the formalizations in Table 3 this beomes apparent in the last olumn.Here, it is only required that the rest of the output is some trajetory that ompletely lieswithin neighborhood � of the set of e�ets E, whih is denoted by onsidering all trajetoriesover �, �R+, in the formula. Hene, like for stability, attration of points an be regarded asgeometri notion of attration whereas attration of trajetories may be seen as a kinematinotion.We do not go into detail on the I/O-based version of attration of (sets of) points whih isformalized in the third line of Table 3, but fous on the state-based version now, beause itis enountered most frequently in ontrol theory.State-based attration of points. For state-based systems attration of points is de�nedas follows.De�nition 7 (Attrative set.) The set A � S is attrative w.r.t. the topology OS on Sand the inputs I � IR+ i� 9� 2 N(A):8� 2 I:8s 2 �:8� 2 N(A):8� 2 SysS(s; �): 9t:8t0 �t: �(t0) 2 �.A is globally attrative i� 8� 2 I:8s 2 S:8� 2 N(A):8� 2 SysS(s; �): 9t:8t0 � t: �(t0) 2 �.Global attrativeness means that eah system behavior remains inside any neighborhoodof A eventually for any starting state. Hene, it expresses a kind of onvergene to set A.(Normal) attrativeness only requires that there is a neighborhood of A suh that systembehaviors starting in it exhibit this onvergene to A. Again we have parameterized ourde�nition of attration with a set I of allowed external inputs.In topologies where A is open global attrativeness is equivalent to the property that Ais already reahed in �nite time (t 2 R+ ) and not left again, i.e. to 8� 2 I:8s 2 S:8� 2SysS(s; �): 9t:8t0 � t: �(t0) 2 A. Hene, the notion of asymptotially approahing A ex-pressed via the neighborhoods in attration is replaed by truly reahing A eventually inthis property (Theorem 6 in Appendix A). Again, this suits well to disrete systems. Theidea of attration is that we are ensured to get arbitrarily lose to the attrative set A. Fordisrete systems all states di�erent from A an be regarded as being far away from it. Theonly states lose to A are those inside it. Thus, for topologies where A is open attrationis a persistene property [CMP91℄ when regarded from a omputer siene point of views,i.e. it expresses that \eventually the system always remains in A". Persistene propertiesontain a safety as well as a liveness part. In the example of Setion 5.2 we will enountera disrete system with a persistene property whih an be expressed as attration of a setA on a topology where A is open.De�nition 8 (Asymptoti stability.) A is alled asymptotially stable i� it is stable andattrative. A is alled asymptotially stable in the large i� it is stable and globally attrative.Note that in our general setting attration does not imply stability. The reason is thatattration is interested in system behavior as time goes to in�nity, whereas stability onsidersthe whole time axis. However, for most ontrol systems studied in pratie attration impliesstability. Therefore, many ontrol theory text books do not introdue the notion of attrationfor its own, but only introdue asymptoti stability.Asymptoti stability in the sense of Liapunov is a speial ase of the de�nition given here fordeterministi systems and the usual metri on the real line. For a stable point x asymptoti2The notion of similarity results from the underlying topology on the set of auses.11



stability usually requires that the following holds [Lue79℄: 9Æ > 0:8x0: jx � x0j < Æ )limt!1SysS(x0)(t) = x, where SysS is deterministi and gets no external input. To seethat this is a speial ase of the de�nition in line four of Table 3, we need to take fxg asthe onsidered set of auses and e�ets, and employ the usual topology on the real lineas outlined in Setion 3.3.2. As limt!1SysS(x0)(t) = x is equivalent to 8� > 0: 9t0:8t �t0:jSysS(x0)(t)� xj < �, the orrespondene to our de�nition is straightforward.3.5 Further PropertiesWhereas the properties above are rather general and meaningful for most systems, there area lot of further, more detailed requirements on individual systems. Classes of suh propertieswill be disussed in the following.3.5.1 Universal PropertiesA harateristi of many properties is that they onstrain all possible behaviors of a system.Formally, suh properties an be written as 8 2 C:8e 2 Sys():(; e) 2 �, where � � C�E .In omputer siene properties of this kind are often formalized with linear time temporallogis (LTL) [MP92℄.A very important example for suh properties are invariants whih demand that a ertaintime-independent onstraint be always satis�ed [CMP91℄. Typially invariants onstrain thevalue of variables. An example is the property that the temperature in a nulear reatormay never exeed a ertain threshold. Further examples for properties expressable in LTLare bounded response requirements, and safety and liveness formulas in general [CMP91℄.3.5.2 Existential PropertiesExistential properties an be divided into two relevant groups. First, we have propertieswhih demand that ertain behavior exists. Suh properties involve existential quanti�ationover auses and e�ets (see (1) below). Seond, there are properties whih require that ausesexist whih are guaranteed to lead to some desired e�et. For these properties existentialquanti�ation over the auses and universal quanti�ation over the e�ets is involved (see(2) below).(1) Existene of behavior. The only property of this kind whih was regarded in someof the evaluated ase studies is the existene of periodi behavior when there are no externaldisturbanes. For instane, this property is relevant for the hopping robot [BGM93℄, whihis required to hop onstantly as long as it is not perturbed from the outside.For state-based system desriptions the existene of periodi behavior an formally be writ-ten as follows 9s0:9� 2 SysS(s0; 0): 9t: 9� 2 O[0;t): � = �1where 0 2 IR+ denotes a neutral input, i.e. no external disturbanes, O[0;t) = [0; t) ! O,and �1 denotes the trajetory resulting from the in�nite repetition of � . An I/O-basedversion of this property an be given in a similar manner. Suh periodi trajetories inreation to neutral input are alled limit yles [Lei87℄. In pratie, the non-existene ofstable limit yles is sometimes used as an indiret evidene for the stability of the invariantsets of non-linear ontrol systems. [F�ol87℄ states that, as a rule of thumb, the invariant setsof non-linear ontrol systems are asymptotially stable in the large if no stable limit ylesexists.In an analogy to omputer siene the existential path quanti�er of CTL [Eme90℄ an beused to express similar existential properties.12



(2) Existene of Causes. In the regarded ase studies no property of this type wasexamined. However, the properties of ontrollability and observability , whih are importantfor state based ontroller design [Oga87, F�ol90, Son90, PH88℄, are of this kind. In ontrastto all the properties regarded before they only refer to the plant, not to the whole ontrolsystem, and they presuppose a state based model of the plant. Thus, the term system refersto the plant in the remainder of this paragraph.Controllability means that there is an input trajetory suh that a ertain system statean be reahed from the initial state within �nite time. In an adaption from [Son90℄ tonondeterministi systems, we an de�ne ontrollability from state set S1 to state set S2 asfollows: 9t: 9� 2 IR+:8s 2 S1:SysS(s; �)(t) � S2Note that the input trajetory after time t is irrelevant for ontrollability, sine we are dealingwith time guarded systems. If S2 is a one element set, this is similar to the de�nition ofontrollability for deterministi systems [Son90℄, beause we required that Sys be total inits inputs. A system is alled fully ontrollable i� any system state an be ontrolled to anyother system state.Observability denotes that for any two distint states there is an input suh that a �niteobservation of the system output suÆes to detet the distintness of the states. Like in ourtreatment of ontrollability we de�ne observability (or distinguishability) of sets of systemstates �rst. Two disjoint sets of states S1 and S2 are distinguishable i�8s1 2 S1:8s2 2 S2: 9�: 9t: (SysS(s1);Outy)(�)(t) \ (SysS(s2);Outy)(�)(t) = ;I.e. for any two di�ering start states s1 and s2 from S1 and S2 there exists an input suhthat the observable output of the system starting in s1 is disjoint from that of the systemstarting in s2 after some �nite time. Note that disjointness is required to ensure that allnondeterministi hoies SysS an make for the two start states are di�erent. Due to timeinvariane observability provides that states from S1 and S2 an also be distinguished atany later time instant, not only when they are initial states. Finally, a system is alled fullyobservable if every two distint states an be distinguished, formally:8s1; s2 2 S: 9�: 9t 2 R+ : s1 6= s2 )(SysS(s1);Outy)(�)(t) \ (SysS(s2);Outy)(�)(t) = ;If a plant is not ontrollable or not observable we annot design ontrollers whih are able todrive it into every desired state, beause either the desired state is unreahable from the ur-rent state of the plant, or we annot determine the urrent state due to laking observability,or both. In this sense unobservability an be seen as a lak of (appropriate) sensor informa-tion, and unontrollability an be interpreted as a lak of (appropriate) atuators. Suh alak may be aused by the underlying physis, for instane some quantities may be diÆultto measure, but also by eonomi onstraints, like too expensive atuators. Controllabilityand observability are entral prerequisites for state-based design tehniques of ontrollers[Oga87℄. If appliable, suh methods e.g. allow to ompute stable optimal ontrollers for aertain purposes. However, they have not been onsidered in any of our ase studies.In omputer siene properties of this kind an be expressed with alternating-time temporallogi (ATL) as de�ned in [AHK97℄. In ontrast to CTL, ATL allows to distinguish betweenthe system and its environment in path quanti�ation. Thus, we an express that for allpossible moves of the system the environment an selet moves (or inputs in our ontext)whih ensure that a ertain property holds.3.6 Classi�ation of the Properties and its Consequenes3.6.1 Classi�ationThe lassi�ation of properties we propose is based on the semanti models relative to whihthe validity of the properties is de�ned. 13
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Robustness OptimalityFigure 2: Classi�ation of properties.Robustness 3Optimality 2Stability 6Attration 1Universal properties 8Existential properties 2Table 4: Number of times a property was referened at last one in a ase study.The validity of robustness and optimality of a system must be determined relative to a set ofsystems (Fig. 2, left branh). For robustness, an evaluation funtion for the regarded objetproperty is neessary additionally. Optimality instead requires a ost funtion. For the otherproperties in Setion 3 no referene systems are needed to determine their validity (Fig. 2,right branh). Determining stability or attration requires that topologies for the input andoutput spae (or the state spae, respetively) of the regarded system are given (Fig. 2, leftbranh at the seond level). For the properties of Setion 3.5 no topologies are neessaryto determine their validity (Fig. 2, right branh at the seond level). The properties ofSetion 3.5 are all evaluated in the same domain, namely w.r.t. a given system. As alreadyindiated in the previous setion, we partition this sublass further into the set of propertieswhih onstrain all behaviors of a system (universal properties) and the set of propertieswhih demand existene of some spei� behavior (existential properties). The existentialproperties an furthermore be divided into those demanding the existene of some behaviorand those demanding the existene of auses enforing ertain e�ets (see Setion 3.5.2).3.6.2 RatingIn order to get a vague estimate of the relevane of the listed properties in pratie, foreah kind of property the number of ase studies in whih at least one property of thatkind was onsidered was ounted. For instane, if ase study A onsidered three universalproperties and two stability properties, the ounter for the number of ase studies onsideringuniversal properties and the ounter for those onsidering stability properties are inreasedby one. Hene, the maximum possible ount for a property lass is nine, the number of allevaluated ase studies. We do not use the total number of times a ertain property lass wasonsidered for our rating, beause this would assign inadequately high numbers to invarianeproperties, sine a greater number of properties of this kind were listed in two of the asestudies [BHKT98, Eng97℄.Table 4 lists the resulting rating. Although attration is onsidered in only one ase study itprobably also is relevant in the ase studies whih only onsidered stability, beause in aseswhere stability is desired, attration of the stable set usually is also desirable. The eightase studies regarding universal properties all regarded invariane properties (Setion 3.5.1).Two of them also regarded an invariane property for a redued set of auses C. Namely,14



they required that for ertain kinds of auses the system's state or output variables neverexeed given values. In all two ase studies mentioning or examining existential propertiesthis regarded existential property was the existene of limit yles.Although the signi�ane level of the given rating is low beause only nine were examined,we think that there is a lear tendeny indiating that universal properties, in partiularinvariane properties, and stability are most important. This learly does not imply thatthe other properties are irrelevant, but it indiates that it is sensible to put priority on workon methods for establishing or maintaining these properties. Another possible onlusionis that these properties were regarded so frequently, beause the best analysis methodsexist for them. We think this an only be true by part. First, some of the regardedase studies merely explain a system and desirable properties without validating them, or,besides validating some properties, desribe others as also important, but do not analyzethem. These mentionings of properties also appear in our rating. In this respet the asestudies only partially depend on existing methods. Seond, the analysis method used mostfrequently in the ase studies was simulation based testing whih an in priniple be appliedto all the properties. Nevertheless, note that from a theoretial point of view tests are nothelpful w.r.t. unbounded liveness properties or for (in�nite time) attration, sine in theoryjudging the orretness of an output would require in�nite observation.3.6.3 Consequenes for Re�nementHere we want to onsider whih properties are maintained under re�nement. The notion ofre�nement we employ is based on set inlusion, i.e. we say that relation A is a re�nement ofrelation B, written as A � B, i� A � B. Consequently, for I/O based system desriptionsthis means that Sys0IO � SysIO i� 8� 2 I: Sys0IO(�) � SysIO(�). For state-based systemdesriptions we have Sys0S � SysS i� 8s 2 S; � 2 I: Sys0S(s; �) � SysS(s; �). This expressesthat the traes of the original system inlude those of the re�ned system, while both systemsmust be total in their input (and start states) beause of our de�nition of systems (Setion 2).Note that this notion of re�nement is ommon in omputer siene. For instane, it is studiedin [Bro99, Bro97℄.From the de�nition of universal properties it is obvious that they are preserved under thisnotion of re�nement. For stability and attration it is also easy to see that re�nementmaintains them. Simply note that for a re�ned system we an hoose the same neighborhoodsof auses in a proof of stability or attration as for the original system and end up with asubset of the traes of the original system for the same auses (and inputs, in the ase ofstate-based system desriptions) then. Hene, traes in this subset are also ontained in allthe sets and neighborhoods of sets in whih the original trae set is.Similarly, ontrollability and observability are preserved under re�nement. Informally thereason is that they involve existential quanti�ation over the input and (impliit) universalquanti�ation over the output. As systems, whether re�ned or not, are required to be totalin their input, inputs whih provided ontrollability or observability for the original systemalso do so for the re�ned system with its smaller, but non-empty, set of traes for the sameinputs.Existential properties requiring the existene of e�ets, like e.g. the existene of periodibehavior or limit yles (Setion 3.5.2) are not maintained by re�nement. Again this isstraightforward, beause in the re�ned system exatly the \good verdit" may have beenremoved from the possible e�ets of the original system for given auses (and input).The situation is more diÆult for the properties robustness and optimality, beause wealso have to onsider sets of referene systems, the objet property and the ost funtion,respetively, here. Let us �rst de�ne what re�nement means for referene systems. A set15



of referene systems R0 is alled a re�nement of a set R of referene systems i� 8Sys0 2R0: 9Sys 2 R:Sys0 � Sys. Thus, we require that for eah system Sys0 in the re�ned setthere is a system in the original set whih is re�ned by Sys0. Based on this de�nition thefollowing is an immediate onsequene of the de�nition of robustness, beause the de�nitioninvolves universal quanti�ation over the referene systems. Provided system Sys withdeviations D, Sys 2 D, robustly satis�es 	 and provided that 	 is preserved by re�nement,then the re�ned system Sys0 with re�ned deviations D0, Sys0 2 D0, also robustly satis�es	. As we have seen above 	 is preserved under re�nement if, for instane, it is a universalproperty.Optimality in general is not preserved by re�nement. Here, the harater of the ost funtionis ruial. For instane, a reasonable lass of ost funtions are funtions whih determinea system's quality as the supremum of the ost of all possible e�ets for given auses (andinput). If we only re�ne the optimal system, but not the set of alternative systems, optimalityis maintained, sine the ost for the re�ned system an only have dereased while osts forthe alternative systems remained equal. However, if the alternative systems are re�nedoptimality of a given system need not be preserved w.r.t. the new alternatives. Namely,there ould be a re�ned alternative system from whih expensive e�ets have been removedsuh that this system is now preferable to the old optimal system (or even to a re�nedversion of it).Contrasting these results with our rating of properties yields that the hosen re�nement no-tion preserves most entral properties. Merely existential properties with existential quan-ti�ation over e�ets are not maintained and for robustness and optimality the situationdepends on the objet property and the ost funtion, respetively.4 Some Proof ConeptsIn pratie we have to distinguish between two kinds of appliations of hybrid systems. First,there may be a ontrol task that is realized by the hybrid system, e.g. guaranteeing that aertain physial quantity has a presribed value. We also all suh a system a ontrol enteredhybrid system. Seond, the system's task may be to implement a ertain proess, e.g. toontrol the appropriate onseution of di�erent proess phases suh as heating material,shaping it and ooling it again. We also all suh a system a proess entered hybrid system.Note that this is not a lear distintion, ontrol entered hybrid systems may appear withinlarger proess entered systems. Similarly, proess entered systems may be a part of ontrolentered systems. Roboti hand regrasping is an example for suh a hierarhy [SHB+99℄.The overall task is to guarantee that an objet is held in a stable position by a roboti hand.A subtask onsists of moving some �ngers in order to obtain a better grasp. For both kindsof systems di�erent lasses of properties are important. For ontrol entered hybrid systemsstability and attration are vital properties. In proess entered ontrol systems safetyproperties, like \bu�er apaities are never exeeded", and liveness properties, like \thenext phase is started eventually", play a major role. Here, safety and liveness propertiesare not onsidered in greater detail, beause their underlying proof priniples are largelyfamiliar to omputer sientists. Besides that, there already is signi�ant work on this topi,like e.g. [Pnu94℄ where omputational indution is introdued to prove safety properties ofhybrid systems or [Lam93℄ where TLA (Temporal Logi of Ations) with its existing proofmethods is extended to hybrid systems.In the following we will present proof methods for state-based stability and attration of (setsof) points. This kind of stability and attration is most extensively studied in standard textbooks on ontrol theory. Furthermore, we will give speializations of the general methodswhih are helpful in appliations and outline parallels to similar proof methods for disrete16



and ontinuous systems. The resulting methods are applied in a small example to provestability and attration of the EHC system. To emphasize parallels to omputer sieneand demonstrate the appliability of our methods to disrete systems, we onsider a lassiself-stabilizing system from omputer siene as a further example.4.1 State-based StabilityProofs of stability in ontrol theory usually onsist of �nding a ontinuous3 monotonouslydereasing funtion from the system states to some assessment spae, usually the real num-bers, whih has a unique minimum for the state whose stability must be shown. Aordingto the work of Liapunov existene of suh a Liapunov funtion implies the stability of theunique minimum. In a physial interpretation Liapunov funtions an often be regarded asenergy funtions. They assoiate the amount of energy in the system with eah of its states.If energy is never added by the evolution of the ontrol system it will be stable.4 From amore abstrat point of view, the Liapunov funtion an be seen as an abstration that mapsthe real system to a qualitatively equivalent system [MW95℄.The following theorem may be seen as a generalization of the lassial Liapunov theory. Itis adapted from [MT75℄. In the theorem we write hvi for fv0 j v0 v vg for partial orderv and f�1 for the inverse of a funtion f . f�1 is extended to sets by pointwise extension.As the theorem is rather tehnial by part, it is explained in the following paragraph andSetions 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 introdue speializations whih also help to understand its last tworequirements.Theorem 1 The set A is stable w.r.t. system SysS 2 S ! IR+ ! }(SR+), topology OS ,and inputs in I if there exists a funtion L 2 S ! V with:1. V is a partially ordered set with partial order v. V + � V is the subset of elementsv 2 V for whih there is a neighborhood of A suh that the inverse image under L ofall elements v0 v v is not a proper subset of the neighborhood, formally V + = fv 2V j 9� 2 N(A)::(L�1(hvi) $ �)g.2. L is monotonously dereasing along the traes of SysS, formally8s 2 S; � 2 I:8(s; �; �) 2 SysS:8t; t0 2 R+ : t0 � t) L(�(t0)) v L(�(t)).3. 8v 2 V +: 9� 2 N(A):8x 2 �:L(x) v v4. 8� 2 N(A): 9v 2 V +:8x: L(x) v v ) x 2 �Proof. Let � 2 N(A) be an arbitrary neighborhood of A. Appliation of 4 and 3 yieldsthat there is a � 2 N(A) and a v 2 V + with x 2 � ) L(x) v v, and therefore x 2 �. Forx 2 � and (x; �; �) 2 SysS monotoniity yields 8t:L(�(t)) v v. Hene, � 2 �R+. �If existing, suh a funtion L is alled a Liapunov funtion. Informally the ombination ofthe last two requirements expresses that for any neighborhood of A there exists a smallerneighborhood whose L-image is bounded from above by some v 2 V +. In terms of theinverse images under L the last two requirements an equivalently be written as 8v 2V +: 9� 2 N(A): � � L�1(hvi) and 8� 2 N(A): 9v 2 V +: L�1(hvi) � �, respetively. Theset V + eliminates all those elements from V whih are not helpful in the proof of stability,beause they onstrain the onsidered sets of points too muh, namely to the inside of allneighborhoods of A. V + is needed to simplify the appliation of the theorem. Namely,3Unless otherwise mentioned, we use to the topologial de�nition of ontinuity.4Note that adding energy does not violate the physial law of energy preservation, beause the ontrolsystem may use external soures for inreasing the energy.17



speializations of the theorem usually use sets V with bottom element ? and mappings Lwith L�1(?) = A. If requirement three quanti�ed over all v 2 V , it would not be satis�ablefor these speializations in topologies on S in whih A is a losed set.Note that the above theorem has some parallel to the proof method given in [Sin92℄ toprove atomiity of an invariant, i.e. to prove that the invariant set of a dynamial system isa singleton. This parallel is due to both proof methods using a omparison funtion L toshow that the onsidered system has a non-expansive (in the ase of stability) or ontrativeharater (in the ase of atomiity).In the following we onsider two speializations whih are helpful for appliations and whihmake parallels to the notion of abstration in omputer siene expliit.4.1.1 Liapunov Funtions and Galois ConnetionsThe last two requirements in Theorem 1 suggest that there are two total mappings from V +to the neighborhoods of A (Requirement 3) and bak again (Requirement 4). Suh mappingsare similar to abstration via Galois onnetions [CC92℄, whih is a ommon tehnique inomputer siene. Informally a Galois onnetion is a pair of monotonous mappings, anabstration funtion and a onretisation funtion, from a \onrete" partially ordered setto an \abstrat" partially ordered set and bak again. The ompositions of these mappingsare required to loose information in a way onsistent with the regarded partial orders. Wewill make the similarity between Liapunov funtions and Galois onnetions expliit now.This idea leads to a speialization of Theorem 1 whih is developed in the following.Assumptions. Let (V;v) be a omplete partial order whih furthermore is densely orderedby the strit version � of v and has a least element ?. Let L be a mapping from S to V suhthat the given topology on S is the oarsest topology whih makes L ontinuous w.r.t. theinterval topology indued by v on V (see Appendix C for the de�nition of interval topology).L is required to be onto and the L image of all elements in A must be ?. Furthermore, Vand L must be hosen suh that V + = V n f?g, where V + is de�ned as in Theorem 1.5 Wede�ne funtion abs 2 N(A) ! V + by abs(�) = supfv 2 V + j � � L�1(hvio)g, where hviois the set of all those v0 whih are stritly \less than" v, hvio = fv0 j v0 � vg. Funtionon 2 V + ! N(A) is given by on(v) = L�1(hvio). Lemma 1 in Appendix A proves thatabs and on are well-de�ned.Theorem 2 Funtions abs and on are a Galois onnetion between the spaes (N(A);�)and (V +;w), where w is given by v w v0 :, v0 v v.6By the de�nition of Galois onnetions [CC92℄ this means that monotoniity of abs andon, and � � on(abs(�)) (extensivity) and abs(on(v)) w v (redutivity) must be proven.This in done in Theorem 7 of Appendix A. In fat, a stronger variant of redutivity,abs(on(v)) = v, is proven there, whih implies that abs and on even are aGalois surjetionon the onsidered spaes.Speialization for Stability. The given de�nition of abs and on allows to derive stabilityof A from the monotoniity of L w.r.t. the system traes of SysS . The proof is given inAppendix A, Theorem 8. This amounts to a speialization of Theorem 1, as a L funtionwith the properties desribed in the assumptions above also satis�es the requirements ofthat theorem. Namely, abs and on, whih are de�ned depending on L, immediately helpto satisfy Requirements 3 and 4 of Theorem 1.5This an be ahieved by hoosing L suh that L�1(?) = A.6Atually abs and on make up a dual Galois onnetion [CC92℄, beause in the usual terminology of[NNH98℄ and [CC92℄ our abs is the onretisation and on the abstration.18



Note that monotoniity of L an also be interpreted as stability of ? w.r.t. the L-image ofSysS in V . We will onsider this in more detail in Setion 4.1.2. Furthermore, note thatthe stability proof also works if V is not omplete and densely ordered, but just a partiallyordered set with bottom element. In this ase the supremum operator, sup, in the de�nitionof abs must be replaed by Hilbert's non-deterministi hoie operator and abs no longerneeds to be monotoni w.r.t. �. Hene, abs and on no longer build a Galois onnetion.Besides that, to proof stability L need not be onto. This is only neessary to show that absand on are a Galois onnetion.Using the interval topology on V together with the other requirements we stated for V andL implies that L�1(?) is a losed set in S. If we hoose L suh that L�1(?) = A, thissuits well to standard ontrol theory books. There, Liapunov funtions usually use V = R+ ,the onsidered set A is a singleton, and therefore losed w.r.t. the natural topology on theEulidean spae, and L(x) has its unique minimum for fxg = A.Thinking in terms of abstration and onretisation funtions an help us to �nd Liapunovfuntions. Namely, they lead our intuition to looking for equivalene lasses in S whoseelements are then de�ned to produe the same L-value. In our view it is more onstrutiveto searh for a ontinuous L funtion suh that the above abs is well-de�ned than to �nda funtion satisfying the last two requirements of Theorem 1, sine these requirements arevery abstrat.4.1.2 Liapunov Funtions and HomeomorphismsA further speialization of Theorem 1 results if we demand that L be a homeomorphism,i.e. a funtion whih is one-to-one and onto and has a ontinuous inverse L�1. In detail theassumptions are as follows.Assumptions. Let V be partially ordered byv and have a least element ?. Let L 2 S ! Vbe a homeomorphism, where ontinuity of L�1 is required w.r.t. the topology on S andthe left topology on V (de�ned in Appendix C, Example 2). This implies that L alsois ontinuous w.r.t. the same topologies [Eng89℄. Furthermore, L must be monotonousw.r.t. the traes of SysS (see requirement two in Theorem 1), and it must map all elementsin A to ?. Note that together with L being one-to-one and onto this implies that A mayonly ontain one element. For V + de�ned as in Theorem 1 the above requirements forV and L imply that V + = V holds, sine h?i is an open set w.r.t. the left topology andL�1(h?i) 2 N(A) therefore is the smallest neighborhood of A.Remark that in ontrast to the previous paragraph we here employ the left topology on setV instead of the interval topology. We do so in order to give an example of a lass of Lfuntions for whih L�1(?) is an open set, whih suits well in ases where A is open andL�1(?) = A. Nevertheless, the arguments presented here an easily be adapted to totallyordered sets V with the interval topology.Speialization for Stability. Theorem 9 in Appendix A shows that these propertiesimply the requirements of Theorem 1. As a onsequene the above properties are suÆientto onlude the stability of A w.r.t. SysS and the topology on S, and we have a speializationof Theorem 1.Abstration. From a omputer siene perspetive L an be seen as an abstrationmapping the onrete system SysS to an abstrat system AbsSys 2 V ! IR+ ! }(V R+)suh that L ommutes between SysS and AbsSys (see Figure 3) and furthermore preservestopologial properties on S and V . Suh a mapping is alled a (topologial) onjugay in[Aki93℄. Here, the abstrat system AbsSys is de�ned as AbsSys(v; �) = L(SysS(L�1(v); �))19
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LFigure 3: Commuting diagram for L.where L is extended to trajetories and sets of trajetories in a pointwise and elementwiseway. L ommutes between SysS and AbsSys, i.e. L(SysS(s; �)) = AbsSys(L(s); �), beauseof the de�nition of AbsSys and beause L is one-to-one and onto. In our ontext, stabilityof L(A) for the abstrat system AbsSys implies stability of A for the onrete system Sys.Due to using the left topology on V stability of L(A) is a onsequene of monotoniity ofL w.r.t. the traes of SysS. To see this, note that stability of L(A) = f?g an be writtenas 8v: 9v0:8� 2 I:8v00 v v0:8� 2 Abs(v00; �):8t: �(t) v v, where we impliitly assoiate theneighborhood hvi of f?g with every v 2 V . By the de�nition of AbsSys this formula forstability of f?g is a diret onsequene of the monotoniity of L along the traes of SysS(requirement 2 of Theorem 1).We remark that, as stability depends on topology, it is not surprising that studying stabilityproperties by abstration requires to also relate the topologies on the abstrat and the on-rete spae whih is done by a homeomorphism and also by the partiular Galois onnetiongiven above. In ase of the homeomorphism ontinuity of L and L�1 establish the neededrelationship between open sets in both spaes, while in the ase onsidered in Setion 4.1.1ontinuity of L establishes the onnetion from open sets in the abstrat spae to open setsin the onrete spae and requiring that the topology on the onrete spae is the oarsestwhih makes L ontinuous establishes the other diretion.Note that �nding a L funtion whih de�nes a Galois onnetion as explained in Setion 4.1.1an be regarded as a greater abstration than �nding a homeomorphism, beause in thease of a homeomorphism the onrete spae S and the abstrat spae V are isomorphi. Inontrast an L funtion that (only) leads to a Galois onnetion allows to identify elementsof the onrete spae in the abstrat spae. Hene, information is really lost in this ase.4.2 AttrationControl theory usually onsiders attration together with stability, i.e. asymptoti stability.Like in Setion 4.1 Liapunov funtions are also used in order to proof asymptoti stability.However, for asymptoti stability the funtions must obey additional restritions whihensure that the Liapunov funtion indeed reahes a ertain unique minimum. For ontinuoustime systems a suÆient riterion is that L is ontinuously di�erentiable with the derivativebeing stritly less than zero everywhere exept of at the minimum [Lue79℄.In our general framework, where attration does not neessarily imply stability, the followingtheorem allows us to proof attration of points for state-based systems. It orresponds toTheorem 1 with a di�erent third requirement.Theorem 3 The set A is globally attrative w.r.t. system SysS 2 S ! IR+ ! }(SR+), thetopology OS and the inputs in I if there exists a funtion L 2 S ! V with:1. V is a partially ordered set with partial order v. V + � V is the subset of elementsv 2 V for whih there is a neighborhood of A suh that the inverse image under L of20



all elements v0 v v is not a proper subset of the neighborhood, formally V + = fv 2V j 9� 2 N(A)::(L�1(hvi) $ �)g.2. L is monotonously dereasing along the traes of SysS, formally8s 2 S; � 2 I:8� 2 SysS(s; �):8t; t0 2 R+ : t0 � t) L(�(t0)) v L(�(t)).3. 8v 2 V +; s 2 S; � 2 I:8� 2 SysS(s; �): 9t: L(�(t)) v v.4. 8� 2 N(A): 9v 2 V +:8x: L(x) v v ) x 2 �.Proof. Let � 2 N(A) be an arbitrary neighborhood of A and s 2 S, � 2 I arbitrary.Appliation of 4 and 3 yields that for all � 2 SysS(s; �) there is a t suh that L(�(t)) v v.Monotoniity yields L(�(t0)) v v for all t0 � t and hene �(t0) 2 � for all t0 � t. �Similar to Theorem 1 V + is needed here, beause otherwise the theorem would be toorestritive for the frequently ourring ase where V ontains a bottom element ? withL�1(?) = A and A is a losed set. Requirement three expresses that any v 2 V + iseventually reahed by all trajetories of SysS . Obviously, the existene of a Liapunovfuntion L 2 S ! V , as de�ned by Theorem 1, whih also satis�es requirement three ofTheorem 3, proves asymptoti stability of the onsidered set A. Hene, we an also useGalois onnetions of the kind de�ned in Setion 4.1.1 or homeomorphisms as de�ned inSetion 4.1.2 to prove attration, provided they also satisfy requirement three from above.Theorem 3, in general, does not imply Theorem 1. Informally the reason is that for attrationa funtion L suÆes whih, for every trae, is onstant in the beginning and onverging toa spei� minimum as time goes to in�nity. In partiular if the hosen funtion L does not�t to the topology on S in the way demanded by the third requirement of Theorem 1, thevalue of L need not yield any information on the neighborhood of A in whih a system traeis at a ertain time instant.Note that requirements two and three of the theorem together yield that 8v 2 V +; � 2I; s 2 S:8� 2 SysS(s; �): 9t:8t0 � t: L(�(t0)) v v holds, whih exatly is what is neededin the proof. If V has a least element ? and V + = V this property is equivalent toglobal attration of f?g w.r.t. the left topology on V indued by v (see De�nitions 7 andAppendix C, Example 2).7 This underlines that, just as for stability, L is an abstrationmapping whih allows to arry over attration in V to attration in S.4.2.1 Speializations and Parallels to Disrete and Continuous SystemsA problem for the pratial utility of Theorem 3 is that requirement three is not very handy.In fat proving onvergene, whih is expressed in the requirement, usually is diÆult.This, however, an be alleviated by seleting a set V for whih there is a rih theory foronvergene. We therefore want to onsider a few speializations here.Disrete systems. In the ontext of disrete-time and disrete-event systems and if Ais open w.r.t. the topology on S, Theorem 3 an be speialized as follows. We hoose Vas a well-founded set with bottom element, e.g. V = N with bottom element ? = 0 andv the less or equal relation �. The inverse image of ? under L must be A whih impliesV + = V . We then require that for every trae there is an in�nite, stritly monotonouslyinreasing sequene of time instants ti 2 R+ at whih the system performs its moves. Lmust be monotonously dereasing along the traes of SysS and stritly dereasing at everyti unless the L-images of the states reah ? (from then on monotoniity suÆes). As ourtraes � are in�nite and as well-founded sets only ontain �nite desending sequenes, it7A similar result holds for the interval topology. 21



follows that L(�) beomes onstantly ? starting from some time t, i.e. onvergene of theL-image of SysS to ? is ensured. Hene, these requirements imply requirements two andthree of Theorem 3. Requirement four is a onsequene of L�1(?) = A, beause for anyneighborhood of A we an hoose v = ? to satisfy the requirement. This speialization isapplied in the example of Setion 5.2. Note that this kind of L funtions orrespond toFloyd funtions used in omputer siene to prove liveness properties [Cou90, Flo67℄, as[Sin92℄ mentions in a disrete time ontext. However, in omparison to Floyd funtions wealso require that L remains non-inreasing when set A has been reahed. This is needed toalso proof the safety part ontained in a persistene property, whih is to what attrationorresponds to from a omputer siene point of view (Setion 3.4.2). In the example ofSetion 5.2 this beomes apparent.Continuous-time systems. Classial stritly monotonous Liapunov funtions are a se-ond speial ase of the above theorem [Lue79℄. Here, the onsidered set A is a singleton andtherefore losed w.r.t. the natural topology on the Eulidean spae used for S. V = R+ with? = 0, for v the less or equal relation � is used, and V + = V n?. L is required to be ontin-uously di�erentiable along the traes of SysS with ontinuous derivative ddtL(�(t)) < 0 forall �(t) 62 A and ddtL(�(t)) = 0 for �(t) 2 A. Furthermore, L must have its unique minimum0 for A, L�1(0) = A. Convergene of L to 0 is a onsequene of the strit monotoniity of Land the ontinuity of _L. Strit monotoniity alone only implies onvergene to some value.Requirement four is satis�ed for L, beause of ontinuity of L by topologial argumentsroughly similar to those given in Setion 4.1.1.Speialization with uniform monotoniity. For topologies in whih A is not open asimilar more general speialization of the above theorem is obtained by again using V = R+ ,but by requiring a kind of uniform monotoniity of L along the traes of SysS . Thisspeialization is an adaption of the riterion given in [SG95℄ for attration for disrete-timesystems. Here, L must be hosen suh that L�1(0) = A and V + = V n f0g holds. Then,requirements two and three of Theorem 3 are replaed by the following: 8s 2 S; � 2 I:8� 2SysS(s; �): 9k 2 [0; 1):8t; t0 2 R+ : t0 � t ) L(�(t0)) � kt0�tL(�(t)) Obviously, this impliesmonotoniity of L along the traes of SysS (seond requirement of Theorem 3). To see thatany v 2 V + is reahed or underpassed by any trae (third requirement of Theorem 3), letv 2 V + be arbitrary and let � 2 SysS(s; �) be a trae for start state s and input � 2 I . Due tothe above laim, there is a k 2 [0; 1) suh that 8t: L(�(t)) � ktL(�(0)). For t!1 ktL(�(0))onverges to 0 whih implies that L(�(t)) reahes v or falls below v eventually. Thus, withrequirement four of Theorem 3 remaining unhanged this yields a sound speialization ofthe above theorem.5 Appliations5.1 Stability and Attration for the EHCAs example we onsider the stability and attration of the tolerane interval of an eletroniheight ontrol system (EHC) under ertain irumstanes explained below. The purpose ofthis system is to ontrol the hassis level of an automobile by a pneumati suspension suhthat the level remains within a given tolerane interval. The abstrat model of this systemwhih regards only one wheel was �rst presented in [SMF97℄.The proof of stability and attration an already be done early in the development. Wetherefore onsider a model with only one omponent here, whih ontains a very abstratmodel of the ontrol logi and the physis of the suspension system. Figure 4 depits theomponent's interfae. Channel height outputs the hassis level, input dist denotes external22
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bendFigure 4: Interfae of the EHC system.disturbanes and the toggling of input bend reports whether a urve is entered or left.Figure 5 de�nes its behavior as a HySChart, i.e. as an extended, hierarhi state transitiondiagram with ontinuous ativities and invariants assoiated with the states [GSB98, Sta00℄.One stability and attration is shown, this model an be re�ned further with rules whihwe will develop in the future. In partiular this will inlude re�ning the system into theontroller and suspension's dynamis, and disretizing the ontroller.The primary aim of the EHC is to ompensate di�erent load situations of the ar. At theonsidered stage it is not supposed to atively inuene driving dynamis by e.g. adjustingthe suspension to di�erent speeds or lateral aelerations. In fat it is expliitly requiredthat the atuators are turned o� when the ar is going through bends. This explains the twostates inBend , where ontrol is suspended, and outBend , where the ontroller may modifythe hassis level, in Figure 5.Beause of ontrol being suspended in state inBend no regionA around the tolerane intervalan be stable or attrative for all kinds of disturbanes. If A (or a given neighborhood of it)has been reahed, a urve may be entered and the disturbanes ourring in the urve mayause that the hassis level is outside A (or the regarded neighborhood) when the bend ends.This ontradits attration. Stability is violated in a similar way. Nevertheless, this behaviorof the EHC is aeptable if after a disturbane and despite of (�nite) bends the hassis leveldoes not diverge further but approahes the tolerane interval again. We summarize this inrequiring that set A, whose formal de�nition we give in the following paragraph, is stableand globally attrative w.r.t. the system of Figure 5 and the set of inputs I whih expressesthat bends are entered and left in�nitely often with entries (exists) and exits (entries) ofbends separated by at least time bs, and in whih the hassis level is never inuened fromoutside. Hene, we only onsider initial disturbanes of the hassis level. As the system istime invariant, this ensures that whenever the hassis level is outside the tolerane intervalit approahes the tolerane interval again, provided bends satisfy the laimed assumptions.Note that we forthermore require that bs > �bend holds, i.e. the time between togglings ofbend must be greater than the maximum delay with whih the system reats to them.De�nitions. Formally, I is de�ned as follows: I = f(bend; dist) 2 (B � R)R+ j 8t 2R+ : (t = 0 _ limx%tbend(x) = :bend(t)) ) 9b 2 B : 9t0 � t + bs: (bend; dist)#[t;t0) =(b; 0)R+#[t;t0) ^ (bend; dist)(t0) = (:b; 0)g This expresses that input bend, i.e. the signalwhose toggling reports entry or exit of a bend, is toggled in�nitely often with two onseutivetogglings separated at least by time bs, and that input dist, denoting external disturbanesof the hassis level, is onstantly 0, i.e. there is no disturbane. Note that set I ould alsohave been de�ned with some hybrid temporal logi, HySCs, or HySCharts. The proposedattrative and stable set A is A = fk:s 2 S j sheight 2 [lb��height; ub+�height℄g (see Figure 6for a visualization of the interval and the relevant onstants). The state spae S of CtrlSysonsists of the ontrol state k and the ranges of the variables height , a, bend and dist. Theregarded topology on S is onstruted as follows. For height we use the topology generatedby the base Bh = ffx j d(x;A) 2 bg j b 2 BR+g, where BR+ is a base for the natural topologyon R+ and d(x;A) = inffjx� aj j a 2 Ag (Eulidean distane). The resulting topology issimilar to the natural topology on R, but oarser. It does not distinguish between elementsof A and between deviations from A to higher or to lower values. This is onsistent withour view of the EHC system, beause all values of height inside A are regarded as desirable,while for deviations from A it is not important whether height is too high or too low. The23
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constinc decDe�nition of ations, invariants, and ativities:b2o � bend?o2b � b2oi2u � height � lbi2d � height � ubu2i � height � lb + d2i � height � ub � CtrlSys inv � TrueinBend inv � bend6 ?�bendoutBend inv � inBend invinTol inv � height 2 (lb � �height; ub + �height)upinv � height < lb + + �heightdown inv � height > ub � � �heightonst � a = 0 ^ _height = a+ distin � a 2 [p�; p+℄ ^ _height = a+ distde � a 2 [ev�; ev+℄ ^ _height = a+ distFigure 5: HySChart for the ontrol system CtrlSys . (lb; ub; p�; p+; ev�; ev+; ; �height and�bend are onstants.)other parts of the data-state spae as well as the ontrol-state spae are immaterial hereand we therefore use the oarsest topology for them, i.e. for variable a, for instane, we usethe topology O = f;;R+g. The topology OS we use on S is the Tyhono� (or produt)topology of these topologies (see Appendix C, De�nition 17).Stability. To proof stability of A we use a Liapunov funtion of the kind desribed inSetion 4.1.1. L 2 S ! V is de�ned by L(s) = d(sheight ; A), i.e. it is the distane of heightto A. We use V = R+ with order � on the reals. V is omplete and densely ordered, hasleast element 0, and V + = V n f0g (see Theorem 1 for the de�nition of V +). L is onto andL(s) = 0 if sheight 2 A. The left topology on V is equal to the natural topology on R+ .Applying Theorem 12 proves that topology OS is the oarsest topology on S whih makes Lontinuous. In fat, this by part motivated our hoie of the topology for the hassis level.Using the result of Setion 4.1.1 stability of A an now be established by proving that L ismonotonously dereasing along the traes of CtrlSys and for inputs I . The proof proeedsby omputational indution over the traes of CtrlSys . Here, we argue informally. For astate s 2 S at time t CtrlSys either performs a disrete transition, or time passes untiltime t0 > t. As no ation modi�es the value of sheight L remains onstant, and henemonotonous, whenever a transition is taken. If ontrol is in state inTol or in inBend andtime passes sheight also remains onstant. If ontrol is in up and time passes, its invariant,height < lb++�height, must hold and height is inreased. Thus, provided the onstants are24
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Figure 6: Relevant intervals and onstants for the hassis level.hosen suh that lb + + �height < ub+ �height, L dereases until height reahes lb � �heightand then remains onstant. If ontrol is in up and the invariant does not hold, i.e. heightalready is too high, no time an pass in the state and a transition is taken. The situation issimilar for ontrol being in down . Hene, L is monotonous.Attration. For attration we additionally have to prove that every v 2 V + is reahed.Again, we argue informally. Let k:s 2 S be some state. If k:s is in A nothing remainsto be shown as L(k:s) � v already holds. If in the regarded state the height is belowlb� �height, there are two possibilities depending on whether the ontrol-state is in inBendor in one of the substates of outBend . In the �rst ase some time will pass with heightremaining onstant. Then, at most time �bend after the next toggling of bend in the input,ontrol hanges to inTol and we have the seond ase. In the seond ase the ontrol-state immediately hanges to up, beause the transitions leading to up are enabled and theinvariants of inTol and down are false. Control will remain in up until either the height isin A or a bend ours. In ase of a bend the minimal separation bs between bend signals inthe input ensures that time bs� �bend passes in up (or A is reahed) before state inBend isentered.8 Note that we required that bs > �bend above. As long as ontrol is in up the heightdereases at least with rate p�. Thus, between two bends the height is always dereased byat least p� � (bs� �bend) in up unless the height is in A. As bends are left in�nitely often,the regarded v is reahed after �nitely many urves, and therefore after a �nite amount oftime. Note that the height, of ourse, also is dereased in up if no bends our. Finally, if inthe regarded state the height is above up+ �height, the argument is analogous to the abovease. This ends the proof.Remarks. We ould also have inorporated the model of disturbanes into the systemmodel and ould have examined the resulting (input-free) model. For omplex disturbanesfor hybrid systems this may often be neessary, as ertain ontrol states an only our underertain irumstanes of the environment. For the EHC, e.g., leaving a bend is only possibleif a bend has been entered. Here, not inorporating the inputs into the state enfored usto onsider in�nitely many hanges in the bend signal only beause we onnot deide whihsignal models leaving a bend and whih denotes entry.Furthermore, we ould also use a ontrol-state depended Liapunov funtion. This was notneeded here, but it would be neessary if we allowed (small) disturbanes inside and outsidebends (where disturbanes inside bends are required to vanish).Proofs of stability and attration are also possible for more general models of externaldisturbanes. However, suh proofs require a a lot of tehnial detail. We rather deidedto give a simple example here to demonstrate proofs of stability and attration for hybridsystems.8Only time bs � �bend not time bs is guaranteed to pass in up, beause the reation to the bend signalmay be delayed by at most �bend. 25
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proeed at a nondeterministially seleted �nite time after the urrent step. During intervalsbetween the seleted time instanes all proesses are idle, the system state remains onstant.Solution priniple. Informally the algorithm works as follows. The new values reatedby proess 0 spread out from 0 to its right, i.e. there is a \pre�x" of proesses in the ringhaving the same value as proess 0. The values held by the variables of proesses outside thepre�x are potentially \bad", they might enable to many proesses. The legitimate states arethose, where there either is only one value outside the pre�x (then the proess to the rightof the pre�x is enabled), or the pre�x is the whole ring. In this ase proess 0 is enabled.Values di�erent from the one in the pre�x are eliminated as time elapses. They vanish atproess N , beause proess 0 reates no new value for them. If the value in the pre�x alsoours in one of the proesses outside the pre�x, proess 0 will reate a new value (and henea new token) when it reads the value from proess N . However, none of the proesses everreates a new value not in the pre�x. (In the ase of proess 0 the pre�x hanges so that thestatement remains orret.) As M � N , the value of proess 0's variable (by inrementing)eventually reahes a value that is di�erent from all other values in the ring. This value willspread out, all other values will vanish until the pre�x is the whole ring and we have reaheda legitimate state. As no further tokens are ever introdued, the system remains in thisstate forever.Conventional proof (outline). [Mer98℄ formalizes this argument with the followingde�nitions: For a system state s 2 S = f0; 1; : : : ;MgN+1, the set pre�x(s) � f0; 1; : : : ; Ngontains the numbers of all those proesses whih, together with all their left-hand neighborsup to proess 0, hold the same value as proess 0. In the example on�guration pre�x (s) =f0; 1; 2g and s = (3; 3; 3; 4; 4; 7; 3; 6). others(s) � f0; 1; : : : ;Mg is the set of values held byproesses not in the pre�x. In our example others(s) = f3; 4; 6; 7g.9 At any system stateminfree(s) 2 f0; 1; : : : ;Mg is the smallest value by whih the value of proess 0's variablemust be inremented (moduloM+1) to get a value that is di�erent from all values in others .Hene, minfree is the number of times proess 0 has to inrease its variable until a value isreahed whih is not present elsewhere in the ring. In the example minfree(s) = 2, beause 5is not in others . The bit vetor enabs(s) 2 BN is de�ned suh that omponent i of the vetoris true i� proess i is enabled. The status of proess 0 is not part of enabs . In the exampleenabs(s) = (f; f; t; f; t; t; t), where we write t for true and f for false. Based on thesede�nitions [Mer98℄ uses valuation funtion meas(s) = (minfree(s); enabs(s)) from systemstates to the well-founded set (f0; 1; : : : ;Mg � BN ;�), where � denotes the lexiographiorder derived from the usual less-than order on f0; 1; : : : ;Mg and the order �B on thebooleans given by f � t.10The proof in [Mer98℄ onsists of two basi parts. First, it is shown that one a legitimatestate is reahed, the system remains in legitimate states forever. Seond, [Mer98℄ showsthat the system eventually reahes a state where only one proess is enabled. The seondpart proeeds by proving that steps of non-zero proesses derease enabs without inreasingminfree while steps of proess 0 derease minfree as long as a non-zero proess exists whihis enabled. Hene, it is proved that meas stritly dereases with every step of the systemwhih starts in a non-legitimate state. As meas is stritly dereasing for steps from thesestates and as �lex is well-founded a �nite number of steps must lead to a state where measno longer stritly dereases, i.e. to a legitimate state. Note that when a legitimate state isreahed sueeding steps of the system may inrease meas .Proof based on attration. In order to prove the same property of self-stabilization we9Value 3 is held by proess 6 whih is not in the pre�x.10For partially ordered sets (A;�A) and (B;�B) the lexiographi order �lex on A � B is de�ned by(a; b) �lex (a0; b0) i� a �A a0 or a = a0 and b �B b0. The lexiographi order is well-founded if the orders�A and �B are well-founded [Win93℄. 27



an employ the speialization of Theorem 3 for disrete systems introdued in Setion 4.2.1with a slight variant of valuation funtion meas as Liapunov funtion. The set A, whoseattrativeness we show, onsists of all those system states in whih exatly one proess isenabled. The topology we use on S is de�ned by OS = f;; A;Sg. As A is an open setin OS , proving attration of A shows that A is entered in �nite time and never left again,whih exatly is the goal behind self-stabilization. The Liapunov funtion L we use resultsfrom a modi�ation of meas . We extend the assessment spae by a new bottom element,V = f0; 1; : : : ;Mg � BN [ f?g. The lexiographi order � is extended to V by de�ningx �V y i� x = ? or x vlex y. Therefore, ? is the least element in V and (V;�V ) againis a well founded set. Now L 2 S ! V is de�ned by L(s) = meas(s) i� more than oneproess is enabled in s and L(s) = ? otherwise. Obviously, vV is a partial order on V ,where vV is the reexive losure of �V . V + = V by de�nition of L and the topology on S.Furthermore, L is monotonously dereasing along the traes of the system, beause of therespetive property of meas as explained above and beause of the new element ?. Notethat adding a bottom element is neessary, beause as soon as the �rst legitimate state isreahed meas no longer is non-inreasing. By adding the bottom element we simply identifyall legitimate states in the assessment spae V of the system. Third, as long as ? is notreahed L is stritly dereasing at the time instants where a step of the system is sheduled,beause meas also is. Finally, L�1(?) = A holds by de�nition of L.Hene, funtion L satis�es the properties required in the speialization of Theorem 3 fordisrete systems in Setion 4.2.1 and A therefore is an attrative set. Openness of A in theonsidered topology yields that attration implies that A is eventually entered and neverleft again, regardless of the initial state. Consequently the system is self-stabilizing.Note that L also satis�es requirement 3 in Theorem 1, beause for any v we an hooseA 2 N(A). Hene, A is also stable whih, together with the openness of A, implies that itis an invariant set, i.e. it is never left by the system. Furthermore, note that we ould alsohave used a �ner topology suh as the topology fS0; S1; : : : ; SN+1g, where Si is the set ofstates with at most i tokens. Hene, S0 = ;, S1 = A and SN+1 = S. With this topologythe proof would be the same, beause A is open in it as well.6 Disussion and Further Work6.1 ContributionBased on an abstrat system model whih is suitable for hybrid systems and lose to mod-els in omputer siene we have formalized important properties of ontrol systems. Theproperties have been extrated from the evaluation of nine ase studies and a number oftext books on ontrol theory. The properties have been lassi�ed w.r.t. the semanti modelsrelative to whih they are de�ned. Rating the properties aording to the number of asestudies in whih they were onsidered identi�ed invariane properties as the most importantones. Furthermore, the rating revealed that a re�nement notion based on trae inlusionpreserves at least those properties whih were regarded most frequently in the ase studies.For the properties of stability and attration the vital role topology plays in their de�ni-tion was made obvious. Topologies were identi�ed under whih stability and attration areequivalent to invariane and persistene, respetively, whih are important lasses of prop-erties in omputer siene. Due to their importane in ontrol theory proof methods forstability and attration were examined in greater detail. This study resulted in an adaptionof the general Liapunov-like proof methods from [MT75℄ to our model of hybrid systems.Furthermore, we were able to make parallels between the Liapunov theory and abstration28



in omputer siene expliit. Namely, irumstanes were identi�ed under whih Liapunovfuntions de�ne Galois onnetions.We applied the developed proof methods to two example system. First, we onsidered asmall hybrid example system and proved stability and attration for spei� environmentassumptions and w.r.t. a ertain meaningful topology for the system. The work at theexample revealed that the impreision whih is present in the model w.r.t. the values (andtimes, respetively) for whih disrete transitions are taken, makes the proof more diÆult.In fat onsiderable time had to be spent to identify irumstanes in whih stability an beproven and is not violated by the impreision in the model. Although this is undesirable,it merely reets that stability properties of an ideal, exat model an not neessarily betransfered to a real model. Apparently, additional environment assumptions and/or a moreliberal interpretation of the onsidered properties are neessary to arry over results from apreise to an impreise model.As a seond example we demonstrated how the developed methods an be applied to thepurely disrete example of a self-stabilizing algorithm and ontrasted it with the onventionalproof. While the proof is not simpli�ed by our method it is nevertheless interesting to seehow the intuition of bad and good system on�gurations, whih are eventually reahed,is reeted in the topology underlying the proof. This indiates that topology, whih inthis respet an be seen as identifying equivalene lasses, also has relevane for pratialomputer siene systems, not only for theoretial results.Note that the outlined proof methods for stability and attration are not meant to replaethe variety of existing tehniques. Instead existing tehniques an and should be used toonstrut optimal stable ontrollers in single ontrol modes. The tehniques of the kindpresented here are only neessary if stability has to be ensured in the presene of swithingbetween ontrol modes. For instane in proess automation there are many interestingexample systems where stability in only one mode is desired, e.g. the wire strething plantin [PPS00℄. However, the proof methods for stability and attration developed here ouldbe partiularly useful in appliations were there are also disturbanes in the disrete statespae. An example is the work on roboti hand regrasping [SHB+99℄, where ontrollersare designed whih are supposed to ompensate disrete errors resulting from inorretenvironment models.With the ontinuing integration of software and its physial environment in many systemswe onjeture that properties whih have only been of interest for ontinuous systems so far,like stability and attration, will also beome important for the software part of embeddedsystems. Furthermore, progress in mobile, self-on�guring systems and in omponent-basedsoftware engineering may also make stability and attration important for omputer siene.6.2 Related WorkDynamial systems theory. [MT75℄ studies similar properties from a very general systemtheory point of view. In partiular [MT75℄ also introdues an extension of the lassialLiapunov theory (see e.g. [Lue79℄) for their systems. We build on this result by extending itto nondeterministi systems, whih play an important role in the early development phasesof disrete (omputer siene) systems. [MW95℄ also puts the Liapunov theory into a moregeneral framework and regards it as one way of de�ning abstrations, i.e. qualitativelyequivalent omparison systems to the system under study. This work, however, remainslimited to systems operating on metri spaes as it assumes metri spaes as basis for theabstration mappings it de�nes.[Sin96℄ mentions that there is a orrespondene between invariane in ontrol theory andsafety in omputer siene, and between attration in ontrol theory and liveness in omputer29



siene without going into further detail. Furthermore, Sintzo� notes the similarity betweenLiapunov funtions in ontrol theory and Floyd funtions used in omputer siene to provetermination of programs [Sin92℄. With our formal de�nitions of ontrol systems' propertieswe make these orrespondenes preise by identifying lasses of topologies where they beomeapparent.[SG95℄ and [Geu96℄ regard dynamial systems from an abstrat, systems theory point ofview, based on prediate transformers ([SG95℄) or iterated relations ([Geu96℄). The authorsde�ne the onepts of invariane, fullness of invariants (i.e. invariants are not empty) andatomiity of invariants (invariants are singletons) and (�nite time) attration. Furthermore,invariants and attrators are identi�ed as neessary or potential, orresponding to univer-sal or existential path quanti�ation over a system's omputations. [Geu96℄ mentions theorrespondene between neessary invariants and invariants in linear-time temporal logi inomputer siene, and between neessary attrators and termination in omputer siene.Furthermore, the relationship between the notion of haos from dynamial systems theoryand fullness and atomiity of invariants is elaborated by the authors.The lassi�ation into neessary and potential properties is similar to our partitioning ofproperties in universal and existential properties. However, for existential properties wefurthermore distinguish between system inputs and the system output or state, whih is inspirit of alternating-time temporal logi (ATL) [AHK97℄. This is neessary to lassify theontrol theory properties of ontrollability and observability.The proof methods for atomiity of invariants and attration given in [SG95, Geu96℄ arealso Liapunov-like riteria. In Setion 4.2.1 a riterion from [SG95℄ was used to derive aspeialization of our general proof method for attration.In [Geu96℄ the exposition of the properties is motivated by �nding out whih kind of dynam-is are reated by (disrete) dynamial systems. This lassi�ation of dynamis serves asthe basis for analyzing the e�et of omposition operators on the dynamis. In ontrast thiswork fouses towards hybrid systems development. We are mainly interested in propertiesatually onsidered for hybrid systems during their design. This explains why we based ourexposition of properties to a large part on the evaluation of ase studies. Continuous dynam-is whih play an important role here, are not onsidered in [Geu96℄ and orrespondinglytopologies on the input, output or state spae are not essential for the meaning of propertiesthere.[Aki93℄ develops the topologial foundations of general dynamial systems starting fromiterated relations. Although invariane and attration, also in the ontext of Liapunovtheory, are onsidered there, the theory does not seem to be immediately useful for theappliation to hybrid systems. It rather supports a deeper understanding of dynamialsystems in general.Computer siene. The role of topology in omputer siene, namely for the lassi�ationinto safety and liveness properties, is explained in [AS85℄. Note that the spei� topologyused in this ontext is de�ned on the spae of traes, not on the state spae, like in our state-based versions of stability and attration. [Mis96℄ disusses advantages and disadvantagesof using domain theory instead of topology as a basis for omputer siene.A number of temporal logis have been de�ned for hybrid systems, most notably the hybridtemporal logi of [HMP93℄, the extension of the duration alulus in [CRH93℄, hybrid TLA+[Lam93℄ and [Fri98℄. [HMP93℄ and [CRH93℄ are interval temporal logis, [Fri98℄ de�nes a�rst order logi suitable for hybrid systems. However, these papers do not study spei�properties of hybrid systems like stability and attration.Re�nement is a ommon topi in omputer siene [Hoa86, Mai87, AL91, Bro93℄. An30



overview over notions of behavior re�nement an be found in [vdB00℄. The notion of re�ne-ment we employ is taken from [Bro99, Bro97℄.Control theory. [Bra94℄ de�nes a method for proving stability of hybrid systems. Itbasially onsists of requiring the existene of Liapunov funtions for eah individual ontrolmode whih furthermore must be non-inreasing whenever the ontrol mode is hanged. Thisis strongly foused at proving the stability of ontinuous variables in the presene of modeswithing. It does not allow to inorporate a topology on the ontrol state spae. All ontrolstates are regarded as equivalent. Hene, it mainly onentrates on the ontinuous fragmentof the dynamis of hybrid systems, disrete jumps in the (otherwise ontinuous) variables arenot onsidered in the underlying system model and the proposed proof method.11 Thus, itan be regarded as speialization of this work, whih de�nitely is highly relevant for pratie.6.3 Further WorkIn the future we will use the results on re�nement obtained here in order to develop re-�nement rules whih support the transition from abstrat, hybrid models apturing systemrequirements to implementation oriented disrete time models. Bridging the gap from hybridmodels to disrete time models then allows to use onventional tehniques in the remainderof the development proess for the disrete time parts [PSS00℄. Furthermore, we will alsoonsider rules for diretly re�ning hybrid models.Besides that, to be more useful in pratie speializations of the general proof methodsdeveloped here are neessary. Suh speialization should be driven by de�its enounteredand experiene gained in the pratial development of hybrid system. Apart from thatit is also neessary to validate within ase studies whether existing proof priniples fromomputer siene whih have been adapted to hybrid systems (e.g. [Pnu94, Lam93℄) aresuitable in appliations.Aknowledgment. We thank Alexander Pretshner for his valuable feedbak on draftversions of this paper. Further thanks go to Mihel Sintzo� for his helpful hints on relatedwork in partiular onerning dynamial systems theory.Referenes[Abr96℄ J.-R. Abrial. Steam-boiler ontrol spei�ation problem. In Formal Methods forIndustrial Appliations: Speifying and Programming the Steam Boiler Control,LNCS 1165. Springer-Verlag, 1996.[AHK97℄ R. Alur, T.A. Henzinger, and O. Kupferman. Alternating-time temporal logi.In Proeedings of the 38th Annual Symposium on Foundations of ComputerSiene, pages 100{109. IEEE Computer Soiety Press, 1997.[Aki93℄ E. Akin. The General Topology of Dynamial Systems. Amerian MathematialSoiety, 1993.[AL91℄ M. Abadi and L. Lamport. The existene of re�nement mappings. TheoretialComputer Siene, 82(2):253{284, May 1991.[Ali99℄ L. O. Alima. Self-Stabilization by Self-Stabilizing Waves. PhD thesis, Uni-versit�e atholique de Louvain, Fault�e des Sienes Appliqu�ees, D�epartementd'Ing�eniere Informatique, Belgium, 1999.11However, it seems they an be integrated easily.31
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Theorem 6 In topologies where A is open global attrativeness is equivalent to the propertythat A is reahed in �nite time and not left again.Proof. \)": We selet the partiular neighborhood A of A in the de�nition of globalattrativeness to proof the laim.\(": Due to the de�nition of neighborhood, A � � holds for any neighborhood of A. Asthere is a t suh that A is reahed and not left again after t, this also holds for any of A'sneighborhoods. �Lemma 1 The funtions abs and on as de�ned in Setion 4.1.1 are well-de�ned.Proof. We start with funtion abs. To see that the supremum in the de�nition ofabs(�) exists in V for � 2 N(A) �rst note that V is omplete. Seond, the regarded setfv 2 V + j � � L�1(hvio)g, whose supremum is sought, is non-empty. To prove this wean onstrut an element of this set: As the topology on S is the oarsest whih makes Lontinuous, Theorem 12 implies that every open set � an be written as � = Sj2J L�1(Ij)for an index set J and open intervals Ij . As � � A, there exists a Ij with ? 2 Ij . Hene,Ij an be written as hvio for some v 6= ?. This implies that � � L�1(hvio) holds for v,i.e. the set whose supremum is needed is non-empty, and it furthermore guarantees that thesupremum is not equal to ?. Thus, abs(�) 2 V +.For funtion on we have that set on(v) is open for v 2 V +, beause L is ontinuous.Furthermore, A � on(v) beause 8s 2 A:L(s) = ?. Hene, on(v) 2 N(A) for v 2 V +.�Theorem 7 The funtions abs and on as de�ned in Setion 4.1.1 are a Galois onne-tion between (N(A);�) and (V +;w), i.e. (N(A);�) and (V +;w) are partially ordered sets,abs and on are monotonous, and � � on(abs(�)) (extensivity) and abs(on(v)) w v(redutivity) holds. In fat even abs(on(v)) = v is valid.Proof. (N(A);�) and (V +;w) obviously are partially ordered sets (V + even is denselyordered by assumption). The abstration funtion is monotonous: � � � ) abs(�) wabs(�), beause for v = abs(�) � � � � L�1(hvio) holds, whih implies that the supremumin the de�nition of abs(�) is at least v.The onretisation funtion is monotonous: v1 w v2 ) on(v1) � on(v2) holds, beauseof the monotoniity of L�1 and hv1io � hv2io.Extensitivity, i.e. � � on(abs(�)), holds: For v = abs(�) the de�nition of supremum to-gether with w being total and abs being monotonous implies that 8v0 2 hvio: � � L�1(hv0io)is valid. Hene, � also is a superset of the union of these inverse images,� � Sv02hvio L�1(hv0io). The union an be rewritten as L�1(fv00 j 9v0: v A v0 A v00g).As V is densely ordered by A, there is a v0 between any two elements of V (Theorem 10).Therefore, fv00 j 9v0: v A v0 A v00g = fv00 j v A v00g = hvio holds, whih �nally yields that� � L�1(hvio) = on(v).abs(on(v)) = v, whih implies redutivity, holds beause L is onto: For � = on(v) andv0 = v surely � = L�1(hvio) � L�1(hv0io) holds. Hene, abs(�) w v0 must hold. Due toL being onto there an be no v00 with v00 A v0 and � � L�1(hv00io). In more detail this is,beause for v00 A v0 there is a �v, v00 A �v A v0, suh that, due to L being a funtion and onto,L�1(�v) \ L�1(hv0io) = ; holds, whih in turn implies that L�1(hv00io) % L�1(hv0io). Thus,v0 = v is the supremum required in the de�nition of abs. �36



Theorem 8 Given the abstration and onretisation funtions abs and on as de�ned inSetion 4.1.1 monotoniity of L along the system traes of SysS implies the stability of Aw.r.t. the topology onsidered on S.Proof. Let � 2 N(A). For v = abs(�) monotoniity of L along the traes of SysSimplies that 8s 2 S: L(s) � v ) 8� 2 SysS(s; �):8t: L(�(t)) v L(s) for all � 2 I sine�(0) = s for � 2 SysS(s; �). Hene, seleting � = on(v) yields that 8s 2 �:8� 2SysS(s; �):8t: L(�(t)) � L(s) � v. By the de�nition of on, L(�(t)) � v implies �(t) 2on(v). Together with � � on(abs(�)) (extensivity) this implies �(t) 2 � for all t,� 2 SysS(s; �), s 2 � and � 2 I . �Theorem 9 Funtion L, as de�ned in Setion 4.1.2, satis�es the requirements of Theo-rem 1.Proof. Requirements one and two trivially hold. To verify the third requirement, letv 2 V +. We an then hoose � = L�1(hvi) whih is open beause of the ontinuity of Land whih ontains A beause L(A) = ? 2 hvi. As L-values of elements of � are less orequal v w.r.t. v, the third requirement holds. For the fourth requirement we hoose L(�)for � 2 N(A) where L is extended to sets by pointwise extension. As L�1 is ontinuous,L(�) is open in V and an therefore be written as the union of a family of sets in the baseof the left topology of V , i.e. L(�) = Sv2J hvi where J � V + = V . We selet a v 2 J andget L�1(hvi) � � as demanded by the fourth requirement. �B Sets and OrdersDe�nition 9 (Order.) Let X be a set and v a relation on X, v� X�X. v is an order i�it is transitive, reexive and antisymmetri. If for all x; y 2 X either (x; y) 2v or (y; x) 2vholds, the order is total, otherwise it is partial. Usually in�x notation is used for orders,i.e. we write x v y for (x; y) 2v. (X;v) is alled a partially ordered set, i� v is a partialorder on X. It is alled a totally ordered set, i� v is a total order on X. If X has a leastelement w.r.t. v this element is alled bottom element and denoted by ?.De�nition 10 (Complete partial order (Cpo).) A partially ordered set (X;v) is alleda omplete partial order i� if there is a least upper bound for any inreasing hain x1 vx2 v : : : in X.For an order v on X we write � to denote the irreexive relation v nidX , where idX is theidentity relation on X .De�nition 11 (Densely ordered set [Eng89℄.) Let (X;v) be a totally ordered set. LetA;B � X be a partitioning of X, i.e. A[B = X, suh that A;B 6= ; and x 2 A and y 2 Bimplies x � y. X is alled densely ordered by � if for any suh partitioning either A hasno largest element or B has no smallest element.Theorem 10 For a set X densely ordered by �, for all x; z 2 X with x � z there is ay 2 X with x � y � z.Proof. The proof proeeds by ontraposition. Assume there is no y between x and z.Let A = fa 2 X j a v xg and B = fb 2 X j x � bg. Clearly, A [ B = X anda 2 A ^ b 2 B ) a � b holds. Furthermore, A ontains a largest element, x. Due to theassumption, B ontains z as its smallest element. This ontradits the assumption that Xis a densely ordered set. �37



C Some TopologyThis setion introdues some basi notions from topology. Most of the de�nition are takenor adapted from [Eng89℄.De�nition 12 (Topologial spae [Eng89℄.) For a set X and a family of subsets O �}(X), (X;O) is a topologial spae i�� ; 2 O and X 2 O,� for U1 2 O and U2 2 O, U1 \ U2 2 O,� for A � O, SA 2 O.X is also alled a spae, O is alled a topology on X , and the elements of O are alled opensets w.r.t. the topology. A set U � X is alled losed if its omplement X n U is an openset.For two topologies O1 and O2 on a set X topology O1 is oarser than topology O2 i�O1 � O2.De�nition 13 (Neighborhood of a point.) For x 2 X, a set U 2 O is a neighborhoodof x i� x 2 U [Eng89℄. We de�ne N(x) to denote the set of all neighborhoods of x, formallyN(x) = fO 2 O j x 2 Og.The notion of neighborhood is extended so sets in an elementwise manner.De�nition 14 (Neighborhood of a set.) U 2 O is a neighborhood of Y � X i� U is aneighborhood for every element of Y , formally Y � U . The set of all neighborhoods of Y isde�ned as N(Y ) = fO 2 O j Y � Og.Note that this notion of neighborhood implies that every open set is a neighborhood of itself:Y 2 O ) Y 2 N(Y )Example 1 (Disrete topology.) (X;}(X)) is a topologial spae, where }(X) is the setof all subsets of X. O = }(X) is alled the disrete topology on X [Eng89℄. In the disretetopology every set U � X is open and losed.De�nition 15 (Base for a topologial spae.) A family B � O of open sets is a basefor the topologial spae (X;O) i� every non-empty open set an be represented by a unionof sets in B.[Eng89℄ states that any base has the properties:(B1) for any B1; B2 2 B and for all x 2 B1\B2 there is a B 2 B suh that x 2 B � B1\B2(B2) for any x 2 X there is a B 2 B suh that x 2 BTheorem 11 (Topology generated by a base.) Let B be a family of subsets of X withthe properties (B1) and (B2). Then the set O � }(X) onsisting of all subsets of X whihare unions of sets in B is a topology on X and B is a base for this topology. O is alled thetopology generated by base B.Proof. A proof is given in [Eng89℄. �38



Example 2 (Left topology.) Let X be a set partially ordered by v. The sets hxi =fx0 j x0 v xg for every x 2 X generate a topology on X. This topology is alled theleft topology on X indued by v [Eng89℄.To show that the proposed sets indeed generate a topology we apply Theorem 11, whihamounts to showing that the sets satisfy the assumptions of the theorem. For the �rstassumption holds as x 2 hx1i \ hx2i implies that hxi � hx1i \ hx2i beause of transitivity ofv. The seond assumption is valid beause x 2 hxi for all x 2 X.Example 3 (Interval topology.) Let X be a set ontaining at least two elements andtotally ordered by v (i.e. for x; y 2 X x v y or y v x holds). v is also alled a linear order.We write x � y for x v y ^ x 6= y. For x; y 2 X with x � y the sets (x; y) = fz 2 X j x �z � yg, ( ; y) = fz 2 X j z � yg and (!; x) = fz 2 X j x � zg are alled intervals.The set of all intervals on X generates a topology whih is alled the interval topology onX indued by v [Eng89℄.To prove that the intervals generate a topology we apply Theorem 11, i.e. we have to showthat the set of all intervals satis�es properties (B1) and (B2) from above. (B1) holds asx 2 (a; b)\ (; d) for a;  2 X [ f g and b;  2 X [ f!g implies x 2 (maxfa; g;minfb; dg)where maxf ; yg = y for y 2 X [ f g and min is de�ned analogously. (B2) is valid sinefor x 2 X we an selet an arbitrary y 2 X n fxg (X has at least two elements) suh thateither x 2 ( ; y) or x 2 (y;!) holds.De�nition 16 (Continuous funtion.) A funtion f 2 X ! Y between two topologialspaes X and Y is alled ontinuous if the inverse image of every open set of Y is open inX.Note that this de�nition is equivalent to the one usually used in omputer siene. There on-tinuity amounts to the preservation of least upper bounds of inreasing hains by monotonousfuntions on Cpo's. If the Sott topologies indued by the order on the domain and rangeof the funtion are used, our topologial de�nition and the de�nition based on Cpo's areequivalent [Win93℄.Theorem 12 (Topology generated by a funtion.) Let f be a funtion from X to topo-logial spae Y and let BY be a base for the topology on Y . Then the topology OX generatedby the base BX = ff�1(B) j B 2 BY g is the oarsest topology on X whih makes f ontin-uous.Note that f�1(B) is the inverse image of B under f .Proof. First, we show that the BX generate a topology. Let x 2 f�1(B1) \ f�1(B2),B1; B2 2 BY . Hene, f(x) 2 B1 \ B2. As BY is a base, there is a B 2 BY with f(x) 2 B �B1 \ B2. Thus, x 2 f�1(B), f�1(B) 2 BX and f�1(B) � B1f�1(B1) \ f�1(B2) by someset arithmeti. Furthermore, for every x 2 X there is a f�1(B) 2 BX with x 2 f�1(B),beause of the respetive property of BY on Y . Therefore, Theorem 11 an be applied andyields that BX generates a topology on X .By the de�nition of base and ontinuity it is easy to see that f is ontinuous w.r.t. thetopologies generated by BX and BY .Third, we show that BX is the oarsest topology that makes f ontinuous. Let O be atopology on X suh that f is ontinuous and let � be an open set w.r.t. the topologygenerated by BX , i.e. � = SUJ for some UJ � BX . By de�nition eah U 2 UJ is given asU = f�1(B) for some B 2 BY . By the assumption f is ontinuous w.r.t. O whih impliesthat these U are open w.r.t. O. Hene, their union � is also open and orrespondingly thetopology generated by BX is oarser than O. �39



De�nition 17 (Tyhono� topology.) Let fXigi2I be a family of topologial spaes. Thetopology on the produt spae X = �i2IXi whih is generated by the baseBX = fTk̀=1 ��1ik (oik ) j oik 2 OXik ^ i1; : : : ; i` 2 Ig, where OXi is the topology on Xi and�i is the projetion from X to Xi, is alled the Tyhono� topology on X.Due to the de�nition given in [Eng89℄ for topologies generated by families of mappings, theTyhono� topology is generated by the family of projetions f�igi2I (see also Theorem 12for topologies generated by single funtions).
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